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CHAPTER  1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. ProjecttDescription: 

Critical perspective that have needed to be undertaken for in numerous client base which is 

associated Global perception is required to be optimized so the system has been designed for 

multiple proactive activity with the help of a convertible panel design. Multi references that have 

included within the system will be utilized for filtering the references by each client those who 

will be provided with the accessibility so that the assistance can be organized according to the 

requirements and visibility of that particular client. The system provides authority with pin point 

references which will be helpful for the real-time collaborative associations and regulation 

design.  

Multiple aspects that are associated with the system can be derived with different types of 

affiliation features that are provided for the conceptual outline. As the outline references are 

included the system can be utilized as a central control for multiple intelligent collaboration and 

business intelligence activity. Multi references of the utilities which are the basic requirements 

for performing different types of activities are also inclusive and can be assemble by the account 

holder themselves. The account holders will operate different behavioral aspects the system is 

designed to provide intelligent references for the working consideration they require.  

The associated response system for the regulations in assignment is included within the system 

so that perplexing can be reduced and this is helpful for the cogent control. As the indexing of 

different types of activities are included various types of permission associations of individual 

space working is also provided within the system in this way the work can be recognized with 

individual factors. Multiple factors of incidences that arise can also be acknowledged with the 

convertible that things which are associated with automation based on the reviews the 

associations in the related communication.  

Acknowledgement of the automated content tags is also provided with reciprocal references 

when multiple elements are used for the generation and for the substantial relational set. As the 

setups are included multiple categorical conditions can be also included which will help manage 

the preferences according to the work criteria thattare accomplice with those specific 

managements . Multiple indicator hierarchies can be associated with the system so that various 

types of teams cannbe generalized for different types of activities as when the Global 

consideration of the clients are undertaken the company has to deal with multiple types of 

operation.  

Detailed profile set have sent it held categorical setups with detailed permissions will be located 

where the uses will be having the accessibility for a particular working page which day will be 



 

associated with for the working. The client’s notifications and auto Communications will be 

organized with the abetment of dissimilar variety of setup criteria alike have provided within 

allied organizational version setup to the administrator.  

  

 

Various steps of response system is also included which will be automatically loaded by the 

system. For having a differential optical reference the system is also provided with multiple 

distributions and with different types of optic generation reports. As the reports are generated 

different types of prominent performance references can be checked with detailed proximity and 

each reference would be obtained by using the filter option.  

 

Figure 

Figure shows a structural reference of the service contributed. 

Theasystemtistalso associated with differentttypestof compatible control where any type of 

modification required in terms of customization will be supported and even a distributed tracking 

is provided in terms of logging activities which provide a detailed control over the working 

associations. Business intelligence that isaassociatedawithathe system will helptthe users 

to0associate multiple types 0of activities making it easier for the Global client referential activity 

processing. 

When the system is utilized for the automation preferences this helps the companies to attain 

more flexibility the reason why the system is included with different types of broadcasting, 

collaborative, problem solving etc. based triggers which will be helpful to setup different types 

of conditions. The conditional setups wool provides the simulations of the working with 

intelligence in the real time. Multiple types of references for fact finding in real time is also 

associated with the system this will help to evaluate the working process that are undertaken in 



 

more appropriate way. All types of conditional references in exploratory activities can be done at 

the same time this helps to manage and supervise the working properly. 

 

1.2. Company Profile: 

Global Inquest Corporation 

 
Profile 

The framework incorporates improved arrangement and system usage that must be 

situated for all around characterized organizing and customer needs discernment. 

Efficient directing of the work with the arranged philosophy and Standards will have 

ideal working contemplations for the clients. For high advantages and affiliations 

different ability and Technology related work flawlessness is given to the customers. 

Worldwide discernment with various work direction is given by the association so an 

appropriate advantage diverting can be given as far as the administrations and redid 

working. The organization is into numerous views of market direction and new item 

advancement vital plan where different kinds of association will be focused on.  

 
The key definition will be all around characterized with the assistance of the examination 

situated groups that will be related with multistage working and bolster that is required by 

the customers. Different Technology consolidated stage configuration has been given to 

fuse worldwide working consummations for increasingly characterized understanding 

and working with cost adequacy. We help our customers to make custom programming 

applications and help them all through the entire programming development Life Cycle, 



 

including wander affiliation, structures assessment and graph, change, execution, getting 

ready and application upkeep. 

A part of the major regions of working-  

Programming change. 

Introduced structure. 

Plan and system.  

Implementation and Integration of RFID.  

Process re-planning. 

Practical evaluation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER  2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 0Existing system and Proposed0system: 

Existing0system 

Existing system we have seen that controlling all types of technological working based on 

different references of clients on a global reference is difficult and the intelligent collaboration 

requirements are not fulfilled. Multiple types of drawbacks are being referenced when we have 

interview different types of clients and we have taken the arbitration that even the required 

convertibility that is needed is not associated for the large-scale working.  

Important considerations are outlined which is listed0as follows-  

 In0the existing0scenario we have acknowledge that self-controlled convertible panel 

which is needed 0for referencing different 0types0 of proactive activities for0multiple 

types0of group clients and processes is not supported which indeed requires more 

provisional usage of the utility by the clients.  

 In the existing reference we have also knowledge that the collaboration intelligence that 

are required to have different0types0of assistant activities and0operational0activities 

based on0the client is not supported so each type of collaboration handled manually.  

 In the administrative system we have also seen that the type of Intelligence to overcome 

different types of contrived working is not associated which is a major part what the 

companies are facing lots of problem with as each reference has to be organized in 

Manual considerations.  

 In the existing scenario we have also acknowledged that proactive activities in different 

references cannot be mediated from a single system so each and every distributed 

working that is required for trailing different references of working requirements has to 

be managed with differentotypesoof0resources. 

 Inotheoexisting osystem the related assignment response and associations that are 

required to be handled based on workforce is also quite distractive because centralization 

isonotosupported.  

 Inotheoexisting systemo evenothe centralization in termsoofodifferentotypesoof visual 

optic generation is not supported.  

 Variousotypesoof relational solutions that oare orequired to be undertaken requires 

multiple collaterals so multiple type of configurations and investments are required.  

 Reference even the filtered information and tracking with different types of data shielding 

references is also difficult to be carried out because multiple types of assignments in user 

Association has to be handled. 



 

The proposed system  

To sustain multiple collective measures required for the comprehensive intelligent 

communication and for differento typeso of market preferences the proposed osystemois 

designed. As owe have seen multiple optical that is faced by the organizations for the overruling 

workability show various types of references are being included by proper study of the existing 

system problems and more references are provided. The proposed references are being utilized 

for the apprehension references analysis so we can say that propose system functionalities are 

purely refined and then add so that all the requirements can be fulfilled when the use will be 

utilizing it. 

Some of the important preferences that are being provided in the proposed osystem oare olisted 

oas ofollowing-  

 Theo proposeo system is provided in a convertible format with self-controlled panel and 

can be achieved with multiple types of reference for setting up different types of pro-

active activities which is helpful for the references of multi-client orientation.  

 In the proposed system the collaboration intelligence is undertaken for different types of 

assistant activity, all types of collaborative activities that are related with multiple clients 

can now be redirected from a single system.  

 Controlled working with centralized administrative intelligence perception is provided so 

the proposed system is designed with multiple intelligence factors so that multiple 

manual considerations can now be automated.  

 All types of resources can be trailer from a single systemo makingo it omore oappropriate 

foro theo oorganization as with theo helpo of distributed references the type of resource 

required can be selected whenever needed and can be utilized.  

 The workforce in the propose system can be handled easily because assignment response 

and allocation system is undertaken with the help of the system intelligence.  

 Visual optic centralization is also supported in the proposed system which is very much 

helpful for the complex identification of the matrix references related to the working  

 Various types of proactive activities can be channeled in parallel reference with multi 

operational and behavioral references provided in the proposed system.  

 Filtered information and different data Shield options are provided which can be utilized 

for more secured working by the organization using the system. Multiple types of filters 

and multiple types of shielding options are included for the selection based usage. 

 

 

 

 



 

2.2 Feasibility study  

For acknowledging the type of information that is needed to properly status system in the real 

time environment we will be doing a feasibility study. The feasibility study will deal with all 

types of distributed requirements that should be provided to the team members so that a 

particular system generated which includes the requirements based on technology based on 

different types of operation and based on different types of financial perception.  

Feasibility considerations will help us to engage the working requirements in real-time properly 

we will be having a documentation which contributes the refined understanding about the 

technical requirements, operational reference and effect types of financial references. All types 

of considerable feasibility references will help us to generalize the working in more appropriate 

way and this will be having a more positional impact on to the company working. 

Operational feasibility. 

Technical feasibility.  

Financial feasibility.  

 

Fig- 

Major feasibility reference required to be undertaken is shown above.  

Operational feasibility  

The usability which is needed to be apprehended for the working consolidation will be properly 

outline because the first reference is that user should have proper identification of the working 

phases that are included and how to utilize the customization variation.  

Documents are the best way to make the use of understand for referential usage so multi 

considerations of documentations will be generated.  



 

Multiple types of review will be detailed with the help of digital documents, as this digital 

document it will be appropriate to provide training that is needed to the users.  

 

Technical feasibility  

Resources that are needed and different types of solution base for the factors that are required to 

be included within the system will be discussed as for example the related intelligent formations 

which has to be established.  

More references of associations of the collaborated working which is required to be 

acknowledged with Central control will be established within the company and government as 

we require that each team member should be liable for the working.  

The requirements of the automation will be also understood and the exploration of the conditions 

that are required will be generalized so that we can understand then in which scenario the related 

conditions has to be set up.  

 

Economic feasibility  

Economic conditions may change so we have to reference each and every preferential economic 

consideration properly with all types of realization which is based on proper analysis of financial 

status.  

Positioning the under taken as a consideration for the understanding of the financial requirements 

for different types of investment requirements.  

Financial considerations are also associated with the profits which are required to be calculated. 

 

2.3 Tools and Technology 

Python 

 

 



 

Python is an elevated level intelligent scripting language which is protesting focused can be 

deciphered in an appropriate arrangement as not very many linguistic directions must be thought 

of. The first is being an open source programming dialect, an enormous no. of clients take after 

and add to its improvement. Furthermore, the sensitive quality, adaptability, flexibility, and 

flexibility of refactoring code in Python revive the improvement system from the central model.  

Each and every extraordinary sort of database likeness is given.  

It is adaptable in nature so tremendous observations can be fittingly handle. 

Python has different traits that choose it a trademark decision for prototyping. We don't need to 

gather before executing it and at the period of runtime it is readied.  

Various libraries with cross stage closeness is connected.  

MySQL  

As we understand that consequent to making the set aside framework it is requested and taken 

care of in the database. In any case, MySQL executes set aside methodologies hardly exceptional 

which helps in growing the show of the applications.  

MySQL Stored procedures are advantageous considering the way that when we create our set 

aside technique in SQL, we understand that it will continue running on each phase that MySQL 

continues running on, without obliging us to present an extra runtime-condition pack or set 

approvals for program execution in the working system. 

Step 1 

Download Pycharm IDE from the official web site. 

 

Step 2 

Mentionoaodestinationofolderoasoshownobelow – 



 

 

 

Stepo3 

Beginotheoinstallation. 

 



 

 

Step 4 

import settings.  

 



 

 

This is an creation of workspace that we can work for the projects. 

2.4 Hardware specification and Softwarerequirements 

Hardwareo specification 

Requirementso Specifications 

Processorr 4th ogeneration Intelcore oi3 or higher 

Disk Space 16 GB or More 

RAM 4 GB (min) 

 

Software requirements 

Requirements Specifications  

Operating System Windows 7 and above 

Programming Languages Python 3.8 

Software/Python distributions PIP/Anaconda 

 

Development environments PyCharm/Spyder/Visual Studio 

Web frameworks Django/Flask 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER  3 

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION 

3.1   SRS 

Users  

Administrator:  

Proper utility reflection that is required to be associated and different types of structuring 

considerations that are required to be provided for the work ability in hands mint and elaboration 

will be done by the administrator.  

Team members:  

All the team members will be added by the administrator and they will be controlled by the 

administrator with a proper overruling regulation that is provided within the system.  

Assumptions and dependencies  

We have to assume that users should be controlled and should be associated by the administrator 

for a proper reflex of the work to the undertaken and all the users those who are added should be 

having the work apprehension.  

The dependency of the system is obviously that the alternative design formations for working is 

required first by the administrator and all working associations will be done only through the 

system.  

Scopeoandoobjective  

Scopeoofotheosystem  is to provide othe experience of the systematic working in such a way that 

the system can be utilized for proper automation and for the intelligence which is needed by 

different types of organizations worldwide to manage multiple types of clients.  

The objective of the osystemoisotooprovide divine workability with allotypesoof define 

consideration related to reciprocal and distributive preferences so any type of related 

requirements can be achieved through a single system.  

Problem statement  

The problem statement is referenced in terms of the cognitive intelligence in automation which is 

required to be included because different organizations willobeohavingodifferent references oof 

the work rules osetup.  



 

Even theo reference oof multiple types of proclamation in different scenarios is required to the 

managed by the system which requires a proper implementation of Intelligence references to be 

operational. 

3.2    Functional requirements  

To understand the features we will be adding the functional requirement documentation where 

we will divide the vital requirements and functions in to different preferences of the post 

requirement and the pre requirement so that we can have detailed understanding about the 

workability preferences.  

Categorical conditions: 

Use Case Name Categorical conditions 

Trigger Settings  

Precondition Control login required 

Process Categorical conditions are associated in such a 

way that uses will have their own preference 

for the appropriate working medium setup so 

with the help of this functionality the 

administrator then divide the system into 

multiple factors of working with improved 

control and enrichments of navigation features.  

The system provides the selective categorical 

services for the custom usage and in 

accordance to the setup the references will be 

saved for the operations. 

Post-condition Added preference is saved  

 

Automation: 

Use Case Name Automation 

Trigger Settings  

Precondition Login required 

Process Automation of different activity are provided 

with settings which has to be first apprehended 

according to the requirement so if the incident 

references are required to be associate the 



 

related setup will be included whereas if any 

type of related communicate required then the 

related setups based on condition will be 

provided by the system likewise for any type 

of automation detailed preferences are 

provided which has to be set up forgetting the 

related outputs. 

Processing respond that is provided will be 

accurate and this will be done as the inbuilt 

selections will be saved for the priority 

working by the users when automation settings 

will be undertaken 

Post-condition Revised settings oprovided 

 

oAssociations: 

Use_Case_Name oAssociations 

Trigger Inputso  

Precondition Adminologin 

Processs Associations is a bigger reference in terms of 

the system default Global client based on the 

utility services and multiple group members 

from the company has to be added.  

The system provides a detailed set up for the 

association fair related to the topology and the 

related work consideration the regulations for 

the administration and accessibility will be 

provided.  

Each setting options will be controlled in such 

a way that proper view and control on to the 

related Associates can be achieved through the 

system. 

Post-condition Added  

 

 

 



 

Conditional reports: 

Use Case Name Conditional reports 

Trigger Selective  

Precondition Operations setups 

Process Conditional reports are also generated within 

the system to obtain proper navigation and 

even it can be shared with different references 

so the system provides a refinement option 

through which the requirements can be inferred 

and accordingly the system will process the 

information.  

Reports are generated with enforced updating 

so that proper identification of the working can 

be achieved.Reports are provided in different 

formats where a new report for instance 

activity that is required to be analyzed can be 

generated various all the reports that are 

already considered will be saved so that later in 

future it can be directly accessed 

Post-condition generated 

 

 

Utility designs: 

 

Use Case Name utility designs 

Trigger Selective  

Precondition Control required 

Process The utility designs that are required for the 

exploration of different intended activities are 

also provided which can be reviewed and can 

be selected by the users based on the approach 

and consideration they want.  

Operations can be arranged with different types 

of intended working and regulations that are 



 

required to be applied so each work hierarchy 

can be designed by the administrator and 

accordingly multiple activities can be activated 

as a same time or can be organized at the same 

time. 

Post-condition Selective provisions provided 

 

3.3  Nonfunctional requirements  

Accomplishing all types of approach required for proper Administration and executive services 

to the users will be acknowledged with the help of non-functional requirements where different 

types of classifications will be understand so that we can properly reflect that what type of real 

time condition options should be provided to the users.  

Interoperability  

The operation that are related with the system isoprovidedo ino such aowayothat different typeso 

of organization will have their own consideration of setting and acknowledgements of assembly 

so the system provides free hand in terms of operations which can be organized in parallel.  

Data integrity  

Data integrity validations are provided in such a way that any type of real situation that arises 

some problem in terms of acknowledging the data input the system will provide related 

notification and even all the related data that is generated will be associated with different heads 

of security references. Various types of cloud data center will be included and even algorithms 

for the security is provided.  

Scalability  

The system is based on scalability where each consolidated working can be increased when it is 

required or we can say that system provides the working in such a way that extended work 

support can be properly established. More clients and more references of working utilities are 

required to be added can be organized through the system.  



 

 

 

Fig_3 

Theofigureoshowsoallocategorizedoimportantofactorsoassociated. 

Documents  

Documents playoimportanto role so for omaking theouse of understand about how the 

intelligence of the system can be utilized for how the related reports can be generated we have to 

make different example and is required to be provided. The documentations are acknowledged 

with detailed work reference where each functionality will be described so that more working 

can be obtained.  

Maintainability  

The septum reference design is in such a way that any type of change in the environment which 

requires modification can beoacknowledgedobyothe providers. The administratorowillobe 

having multipleo references of consolidated settings which are required to be generalized for the 

optimal control. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER  4 

SYSTEM DESIGN 

4.1   System Perspective 

A conceptual model is been designed so that the structure behavior and view of the system can 

be properly recognized this is what we call the architectureodiagram.  

 

4.2   Contextodiagram 

Contexto diagramocan help the stakeholders and analysts to understand the context of the system 

which is been designed without any technical knowledge.  

 

Context diagram. 



 

4.3   Dataoflowodiagrams  

Datao flowo diagram represent the flow of data and it will be done by referencing different types 

of components based on function database input output and flows.  

 

 

4.4  Levelo0-dfdodiagram 

 



 

4.5  Process design 

 

 

Process design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER  5 

DETAILED DESIGN 

5.1   Useocaseodiagram  

Useocaseodiagramoshows all types ofointeractions and relationships between the user and 

different types of use cases where the user is involved for the referential usage. 

                    

                                

 

Useocaseodiagram 



 

5.2 Sequenceodiagram  

Sequence diagramoshows different typesoof task that will be done between the user and the 

system. 

                          

 

 

Sequence diagram 



 

 

Sequence diagram 

5.3   Classodiagram  

Classodiagramoisodivided intoothree main compartments where all types of class name attribute 

and operations of execution will be included. 

 



 

 

Class diagram 

 

Class diagram 



 

5.4   Entity relationship model  

Entityorelationshipomodeloisoa high leveloconceptual modelowhich helps usoto analyzeodata 

requirements and it is helpful for well-designed database. 

 

 



 

 

5.5  ER diagram 

 

ER diagram 



 

 

ER diagram  

5.6   Activity diagram 

Activity diagram captures the dynamic behavior and showsothe messageoflow fromoone object 

toothe another. 

        

Activity diagram   



 

CHAPTER  6 

IMPLEMENTATION 

6.1  Screen Shots 

 

Admin login for the company. 

 



 

Home page with different settings. 

 

Overview of the real time work is shown. 

 

 



 

Adding contacts. 

 

Staff details. 

 

 

Automation rules-1(details input). 



 

 

 

Automation rules-2(details input). 

 

Adding tickets/problems-1( details inputs required). 



 

 

Adding tickets/problems-2( details inputs required). 

 

List of problems listed with details. 



 

 

Reports. 

 

 

Report generation shown. 



 

 

Content-generation-1. 

 

 

Content-generation-2. 

 



 

CHAPTER  7 

SOFTWAREOTESTING 

Testing isoimportant considerationoand has to beoproperly re-engineered based on the 

personalities that has to be implemented within the system can be checked for the working. 

Consolidated techniques should be implemented so that multiple references can be included 

within the system and all types of dimensional and all types of related proficiency that is required 

for the workability can be properly analyzed. Analysis of the working is very much important 

because it should match with the related workability requirements that have been discussed with 

the clients at the time of requirement references and all types of shared and collective working 

should be associated.  

Multi associations will be generalized because the system is based on detailed communications 

and representations of different types of activities that can be performed from a single system. 

Software testing is also associated with the working strategic perception that are vital for the 

organization so the organization will be dependent on the system so the allocation should be 

properly check which will be done withothe helpoof differentotypes of unit testing perceptions 

oand different types of automation references within the system. Multiple types of associated 

consolidations will be generated and these consolidations are associated with the processing of 

the channels and mediums which are acknowledged.  

 

Figure- 

Shows the concept of unit testing considerations.  

Unit testing  

The execution of the programs will be analyzed so that static code analysis can be understood.  

Unit testing will be based on all types of preferences of the vital associations that are included 

within the system with the help of implementation and working rules.  



 

All references which is provided in terms of getting the knowledge of the information is also 

check for different types of divisional aspects of the contents which will be associated.  

Various types of references which will be inclusive in terms of the administration send 

executions of multiple activities in a contrived reference will be undertaken.  

Under the unit testing we will be also checking the intensive online collaborations which would 

be generalized with the help of the system as we require that incorporation should be properly 

satisfied.  

The vicinity of different types of directions that will be provided by the system is associated in 

such a way that we have to check that according to the condition of static the system should 

revert accordingly indifferent accounts that will be used.  

 

Automation testing  

Automation references are important because it will give us pure clear idea about different types 

of consideration for which the system reacts because multiple type of conditions can be checked 

with the help of a software.  

QTP and Selenium software is utilized for the references to be generalized and the detail report 

will be checked.  

Consolidation of the work is very much important and each reference that is required should be 

properly summarized withothe helpoof AutomationoTesting  because the software will check the 

criteria and detail about menu of the report will be presented. 

 

Testocases 

 

Serial

o  

Testocase  TestoInput oResults  oresult TestoStat

us 

Severity

o 

 

 

1o 

 

 

 

Admino 

access   

Admin 

credential 

oprovided  

Reference of the 

controloprovided 

Settings 

provided 

Passo Critical

o  

 

2o Associated

ousers 

Details 

provided 

Details added Options 

saved  

Pass Critical 



 

manageme

nt  

 

 

3 

 

 

 

Utilities  Controlled 

selections  

List of reference 

provided 

Details 

added and 

selective 

usage 

provided 

Pass critical 
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Operations  Settings  Multi-operations 

added 

Defined 

operation

s used  

Pass Critical 
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Draft usage  Space 

definition  

Rules added Condition

s setups  

Pass Critical 
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Content  Different 

type 

support  

Options provided Format 

design 

support 

seen 

Pass Critical  
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Automatio

n  

Settings  Rules settings 

undertaken  

Behavior

al 

reference 

seen 

Pass  critical 
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Issues Settings  Details added Reference 

issue 

considera

tions 

provided 

in details  

Pass Critical 

9 Reports  Selective  Filters  System 

defines 

different 

types of 

reports  

Passo Critical

o  

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER  8 

CONCLUSION 

 

We canoconclude thatoall typesoof usefulness thatois required forothe scattered working is 

provided within the system and is acknowledged with detailed attainment of the references. We 

have utilized the references and all typesoof models that areoincluded withinothe system and are 

found that multi references of the workability are inclusive. Multi considerations that are 

required to be obtained are referenced in the system with multi behavioral working so the system 

is controlled and optimized with different types of environment setup. Multiple responses we 

have designed for undertaking the considerations of the proximity based on the clients and we 

found that all types of consolidations are properly elaborated.  

All the elaborative references that can be acknowledged within the system is also associated with 

different working consolidation so at the same reference we have established multiple types of 

working which is helpful as the system can be used as a dominant reference for multiple types of 

operations. Main references that are provided in terms of business intelligence which is included 

is also quite important as it provides the users to have more directed working and even more 

reference of standards can be established.  

When we have utilize the reports we found that it is more apprehended in terms of the design so 

any type of Differential information that was required to be generated can be also properly 

acknowledged with the help of the system which is helpful in terms of control. So at the end we 

can conclude that all types of workability and viewable references which are needed for a perfect 

control based on multiple client oriented activities can be generalized with the help of the 

system.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER  9 

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

 

Enhancements dominations are the aspects that are required to be included in the future for 

which a proper analysis of preference is required to be designed and according to the new 

requirements that arises it should be fulfilled. Some important consideration selected as 

following -  

In the system we can add more references of the movements related to the activities of the 

organizations so the system can be more collaboratively used.  

We can also review more commodities onto the system so that more elaborated workability can 

be operational.  

More advanced report substance with more automation and generations can be included.  
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USER MANUAL 
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